
The  H EIGHT 
of  LU X U RY
With more than 30 years’ 
experience showcasing the 

world’s most beautiful houses, 
ELLE Decoration now launches 

its first penthouse. Created in 
collaboration with developers 
Londonewcastle, the property 

brings our approach to interiors 
to life and is set to become  

home to one fortunate owner…
Words BEN SPRIGGS 

Photography BEN ANDERS  
Styling LAURA FULMINE

Living area Created by London-based upholstery brand 
Sedilia, this expansive sofa in moss green Italian velvet is part of 
the ‘Sennen’ collection, as is the armchair and swivel tub chair, 
both in an ecru bouclé by British fabric brand Tibor. Between 
them, atop Christopher Farr’s ‘Tread’ rug, sits a vintage Italian 
marble coffee table from AU Bespoke. The wooden bowl on the 
table is by Bird & Branch and the cushions are by Tibor and  
The Conran Shop. At the end of the sofa is the ‘Mrs Lots’ side 
table by Julian Chichester and a vintage floor lamp from AU 
Bespoke. The ‘Cosmo’ sideboard by Fiona McDonald is dressed 
with two cork lamps by Ingo Maurer from Béton Brut, a vintage 
bust and vase by Becky Nolan, both from MAH Gallery, and an 
alabaster goblet from AU Bespoke. On the wall hangs Cutouts 
Maxi by Aeand Studio, with the ‘Tide IV’ vase by Julie Nelson in 
front, both from MAH Gallery. The curtains are by Nest Design 
and the walls are painted in ‘Purbeck Stone’ by Farrow & Ball ➤
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ell over a year ago, here at ELLE Decoration, 
we were approached with a dream proposal. 
Londonewcastle, one of the UK’s most dynamic 

and forward-thinking property developers was looking 
to find a team to oversee the interior design and creative 
concept of a penthouse at the top of Chapterhouse,  
a dramatic renovated Victorian property in the heart 
of London’s Covent Garden.  

As the world’s most popular interiors magazine, we’ve 
spent more than 30 years leading the interior tastes 
and styles of the nation, defining what home means 
and how it should look – but the chance to actually put 
this into practice was beyond exciting. In interiors 
circles, our brand has now become an adjective in its 
own right: I often hear spaces described as having a 
very ‘ELLE Deco’ look. Myself and the team were thrilled 
at the prospect of transforming our ethos and energy 
into a real, tangible abode, somewhere people could 
walk around, touch, feel and ultimately buy and live in. 

While the magazine’s scope has always been 
international (we have 25 editions globally), my role as Editor-in-Chief of this country’s 
iteration is to champion, support and raise up British designers and their work. So, the 
185-square-metre duplex showcases the best of British design in 2021, featuring products 
from UK-based brands, companies and designers. The result of a collaboration with our 
close friends and contacts, the project reveals the look that ELLE Decoration has become 
synonymous with over the years – a chic and clever curation of pieces, blending 
contemporary and vintage in an eclectic and exciting way. 

Working closely with creative consultant Laura Fulmine and the artists represented 
by her MAH Gallery, design archivist Béton Brut, plant specialist Conservatory Archives 
and the colour expertise of paint company Farrow & Ball, we’ve created a space which, 
unlike the usual cold or brassy show properties of most developments, has warmth, 
credibility and sophisticated cool. 

At ELLE Decoration we don’t follow the crowd and come up with what is expected. 
The penthouse, which you’ll see images of over the next few pages, is fresh, and heralds 
the new direction that the look of peoples’ homes will take in the months and years to 
come. Step on in and take a look… chapterhouse.london; londonewcastle.com

‘MYSELF AND THE TEAM 
W ER E THR ILLED AT THE 

PROSPECT OF TR ANSFOR MING 
OUR ETHOS AND ENERGY INTO 

A R EAL, TANGIBLE ABODE’

Entrance Inside the door to the main living 
area sits the new ‘Puffy’ lounge chair by British 
designer Faye Toogood for Swedish brand 
Hem. The dramatic planting throughout has 
been provided by Conservatory Archives. The 
black chair is by TMPL Studio and on the wall 
hangs Darkness Draws In by David Hardy,  
both from MAH Gallery. The ‘Stone’ rug is  
by Gregory Parkinson at Christopher Farr 
Corridor Embracing the current popularity  
of mural art, we commissioned artist Adriana 
Jaros to transform the wall in this area with 
one of her pieces. The ‘Pino’ chair is by John 
Tree for Very Good & Proper and the Untitled 
#10 sculpture is by Abigail Ozora Simpson

W

Dining area The elegant minimalist table in 
solid travertine is the 1970s ‘Il Colonnato’ by 
architect Mario Bellini for Cassina, sourced 
from Béton Brut. The solid walnut and black 
leather chairs, also from Béton Brut, are 
classic 1974 designs by Afra and Tobia Scarpa 
for Molteni & C. The mirror is a vintage Italian 
design, from Fiona McDonald. The large glass 
vase is from The Conran Shop ➤
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This page In the office, the ‘Yves’ desk and ‘Avery’ chair, both in black American walnut and by Pinch, sit upon the ‘Shadow’ rug by Gregory Parkinson at Christopher 
Farr. The lamp is a vintage Gio Ponti design for Fontana Arte sourced from Béton Brut. The ‘Croquet’ freestanding shelving in oak is by Michael Marriott for Very Good  
& Proper. On the shelves sit vintage metal shapes and a plaster foot from MAH Gallery, wooden pieces by Bird & Branch, a ‘Cracked Stem Bottle’ by Julie Nelson, ‘White 
Vessel’ and ‘Conical Dohnut’ by Lily Pearmain, ‘Turquoise Doodle’ sculpture by Sofia Tufvasson, all MAH Gallery. Artworks on the wall include Collage 104 and Collage 
105 by Atelier 101, Moon print by Nicolas Burrows and Contrast 04 by Formworks Studio, all MAH Gallery. The curtains are by Nest Design and walls are painted in 
‘Bancha’ by Farrow & Ball  Left The ‘Cleopatra’ daybed, seen here also in the office, is by Dick Cordemeijer for Auping from Béton Brut, with a cushion by Tibor. Artworks 
on the wall (from bottom left) are, Out There by Sharon Drew, Glasswear by Leo Bruno Todd, and Khalo’s Big Yellow Table by Studio.SPF, all from MAH Gallery ➤

Stairwell A polished plaster divider, leather-covered bannister 
and glass partition all up the luxe factor here. The artwork on the 
wall is Sequence by Formworks Studio at MAH Gallery 

Kitchen Designed by Molteni & C/Dada, this space features ‘Hardy’ bar 
stools by Another Country and accessories including a ‘Protos’ bowl from 
David Mellor, a ‘Quiet Modern’ dish by Modern Potter and ‘Fjord’ vase by 
Julie Nelson, both at MAH Gallery  Hallway A ‘Black Gloss Glaze’ vase  
by Becky Nolan is displayed on a travertine plinth, both from MAH Gallery
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Terrace The penthouse is flanked 
by wide wraparound outdoor spaces 
with views over the city’s skyline, a 
real rarity in such a central London 
location. Here, an oval ‘Smalto’ table 
by British designers Edward Barber 
and Jay Osgerby for Knoll, available 
from The Conran Shop, is matched 
with furniture from the ‘Palissade’ 
collection by the Bouroullec 
brothers for Hay, available from SCP 
Lower hallway The entrance hall 
on the lower floor of the duplex has 
been painted in Farrow & Ball’s 
‘Green Smoke’, with the ceiling 
glossed for a unique touch.  
Envy by Frida Wannerberger from 
MAH Gallery hangs on the wall

Bathroom The penthouse has a main bathroom and two en suites linked to 
the bedrooms, all featuring textured tiling and discreet glass panelling. We’ve 
dressed the spaces with soft towels, plus products and candles by Malin & Goetz

Above ‘Rander’ ceramic stools by OKA are used as bedside tables, with 1960s Danish lamps from Béton Brut sat on top. The curtains by Nest Design have been crafted 
using De Le Cuona fabric. Untitled Abstract 03 by Formworks Studio at MAH Gallery hangs on the wall, which is painted in ‘Oval Room Blue’ by Farrow & Ball  
Below A vintage Italian brass mirror from Fiona McDonald sits alongside curtains, also by Nest Design, made using hand-dyed velvet. The vintage brass bedside lamps 
and travertine tables are from Au Bespoke. The ‘Coral’ pot is by Julie Nelson and on the wall is Falling Together by Studio Earle, both from MAH Gallery. The walls are 
painted in ‘Setting Plaster’ by Farrow & Ball. The beds in both rooms are J Marshall by Vispring and all bedding is by Society Limonta  See Stockists page for details 


